The HEP.TrkX Project: deep neural networks for HL-LHC online and offline tracking
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Abstract. Particle track reconstruction in dense environments such as the detectors of the High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) is a challenging pattern recognition problem. Traditional tracking algorithms such as the combinatorial Kalman Filter have been used with great success in LHC experiments for years. However, these state-of-the-art techniques are inherently sequential and scale poorly with the expected increases in detector occupancy in the HL-LHC conditions. The HEP.TrkX project is a pilot project with the aim to identify and develop cross-experiment solutions based on machine learning algorithms for track reconstruction. Machine learning algorithms bring a lot of potential to this problem thanks to their capability to model complex non-linear data dependencies, to learn effective representations of high-dimensional data through training, and to parallelize easily on high-throughput architectures such as GPUs. This contribution will describe our initial explorations into this relatively unexplored idea space. We will discuss the use of recurrent (LSTM) and convolutional neural networks to find and fit tracks in toy detector data.

1 Introduction

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) \cite{1} at CERN is the most powerful particle accelerator and collider built on Earth to-date. It accelerates two beams of protons in opposing directions to near-light speed and collides them to produce particle products via proton-proton interactions. Experiments such as ATLAS \cite{2} and CMS \cite{3} use building-sized detectors to reconstruct these collision events and make statistical tests of the fundamental laws of nature. The detectors and their reconstruction software must identify the types and momenta of $O(10^3)$ particles per collision with high efficiency and precision.

One of the most essential aspects of collision event reconstruction at the LHC is charged particle tracking. Silicon-based, high-granularity tracking sensors detect ionization charge deposited by particles as they propagate through the detector in a magnetic field. Pattern recognition tracking algorithms and subsequent estimation methods use this information to measure the curvature of particle trajectories and thus deduce the particles’ charge and momentum. This information is combined with other signals in the detector to reconstruct entire collision events.
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The High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) [4] will bring considerable performance challenges to particle tracking when it will begin operations around 2026. The average number of interactions per beam crossing will increase by a factor of ten compared to current conditions and result in a similar increase in the number of charged particles and hence detector occupancy. Traditional tracking algorithms scale quadratically or worse with detector occupancy. Under reasonable assumptions on the evolution of CPU performance and cost, and assuming flat budgets for LHC computing resources, to process $O(50)M$ charged particle tracks per second at the HL-LHC, tracking algorithms will need to become one order of magnitude faster and run in parallel on one order of magnitude more processing units (cores or threads).

The HEP.TrkX project is exploring the applicability of advanced machine learning algorithms to HL-LHC track reconstruction. We have started by studying deep neural network [5, 6] architectures, which in principle are well suited for the HL-LHC tracking problem, given their ability to learn effective representations of high-dimensional data through training, and to model complex dynamics through computationally regular transformations that scale linearly with the input data size and parallelize easily on high-throughput architectures such as FPGAs or GPUs.

2 Traditional tracking algorithms

The current generation of LHC charged particle track reconstruction (tracking) methods divides the problem into stages. These stages are hit clustering, track seed finding, track building, and track fitting. Development of these algorithms started in the 1990s and they have been continually optimized to reduce processing time. Nonetheless, the most CPU-intensive steps of this approach, seeding and track building, scale worse than quadratic with the number of position measurements and hence will become major CPU bottlenecks in the expected HL-LHC conditions. There are several excellent reviews of traditional LHC tracking strategies [7–9]. Here we will only give a brief overview of some relevant features of the algorithms.

Hit clustering involves estimating the charge deposit and position parameters of particles that intercept with multiple pixels on a detector layer. This transforms the discrete detector hardware space of $O(10^8)$ measurements into a continuous space of $O(10^5)$ space-points in 3D. Modern approaches use shallow neural-networks to identify and disentangle shared clusters [10].

In the track seed finding stage, sets of three space-points (one per detector layer) are combined to form triplets [10, 11]. A triplet is the smallest set of space-points that allows to estimate the track curvature (hence the charge and momentum) and its perigee (point of closest approach) with respect to the center of the interaction region, assuming a helical trajectory. Good triplet seeds are selected by requirements on the triplet geometry, its momentum, and its perigee.

The resulting list of filtered triplets, or seeds, is used as input for the track building stage. A Combinatorial Kalman Filter [12] (CKF) is used to build track candidates from the chosen seeds. The filter creates multiple track candidates per seed if more than one compatible space-point extension exists on the same layer. The CKF is very efficient in finding tracks from charged particles originating from the collision region and in rejecting “fake” tracks created by random combinations of space-points.

To finish track reconstruction, a full resolution fit is performed on the final set of track candidates trajectories. At this stage, additional quality criteria may be applied to the track candidates along with some ambiguity resolution of shared space-points [10].
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describing the trajectory parameters and momenta of the particles in the event. A typical physics event at the HL-LHC will have $O(10^3)$ reconstructed tracks.

3 Machine learning for tracking

Deep learning [5, 6] has not yet been explored in depth for the problems of particle tracking, so there are many open questions about the best way to incorporate such techniques.

**What part of the problem to address?** Possible candidates include hit clustering, seed identification and classification, and track building and fitting. Machine learning algorithms may also be able to combine steps, such as track building and fitting, or track finding without seeds by considering problems in an end-to-end manner which has proven successful in many other domains such as robotics [13].

**How to represent the data?** Though closely related to the previous question, this one is more data-oriented. A machine learning algorithm could use as input the clustered spacepoints which are continuously distributed in 3D space or could work with the discrete space of pixel sensors and learn its own intermediate representations. Similarly, the output of a track finding algorithm could follow the traditional approach of providing a strict grouping of spacepoints into tracks with minimal sharing between track candidates, or it could give a soft-assignment of spacepoints to tracks, and/or it could give track trajectory parameters directly. These choices may have significant tradeoffs in terms of algorithm simplicity, performance, interpretability, and overall usefulness to experiments.

**How to address the many other challenges?** These include sparsity and irregularity of the tracking data, difficulty in defining differentiable cost functions, and experiment requirements for fine-level control and interpretability of the model. Finally, any viable models should respect the time and memory budget constraints of the experiment.

In this paper we present some studies on just a couple of possible approaches that we believe to be promising. The first, described in section 5, is seeded single-track building with recurrent and convolutional models. The next, described in section 6, is end-to-end track parameter estimation using convolutional + recurrent networks.

Recurrent neural networks like Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [14] networks can be used as state estimators in a way that is similar to a Kalman Filter. Detector layers can be fed into the model as an input sequence of pixel arrays. The model uses these measurements to update its hidden state and provides a prediction for the target detector layer. The target layer can be the same layer as the input or it can be the next detector layer in the case of a forward-predictor type of model. The output of the network can be used to assign hits to a single track or possibly to multiple tracks simultaneously.

Convolutional networks are expected to be useful for pattern-recognition in track finding. Tracking data exhibits some of the traits of natural images that are naturally exploited by convolutional networks such as translational symmetries, locality, and hierarchical multi-scale structure. In CNNs for natural images, the first convolutional layers are commonly trained to detect low-level features like edges, so it is expected that the initial layer of a CNN for tracking would identify stubs of compatible hits in adjacent layers. Later layers of the network would then connect stub features together to form track segments, and so on until a model of an entire track or set of tracks is constructed. This conceptual model, which is useful only for intuition and may not reflect the actual learned behavior of a convolutional network, is illustrated in figure 1.

More advanced methods may also be applicable to tracking problems. For example, one can view the track finding problem as similar to the image-captioning problem [15], where event data of hits represents the images and descriptions of the tracks (hit assignments or parameters) are analogous to the text captions. We make use of such a model in section 6. Such models can be augmented with
attention mechanisms [16–18], giving the models the capability to focus on particular parts of the input or intermediate feature representations to produce a desired output.

Such rich learned representations have also proven highly beneficial for tracking-based problems in non-HEP applications, such as sports analytics and computational neuro-science. For instance, [19] uses attention-based LSTMs to learn hierarchical models of basketball player behavior from tracking data, while [20] applies recurrent neural networks to generate realistic fruit-fly behavior and handwriting.

4 Datasets

Simple toy datasets were used to study and demonstrate the ideas discussed in this paper. The "detectors" are made of perfect pixel planes in 2D or 3D. Tracks are sampled from straight lines contained within the detector volume, and binary hits are recorded in each intercepting discrete pixel on each layer. No trajectory curvature, material effects, or detector inefficiencies are modeled. These toy datasets are highly simplistic compared to real tracking detector data, which means that quantitative results are likely not indicative of algorithm performance in realistic scenarios. Nonetheless, this simple toy data provides a useful environment to test out various models. Figure 2 shows example 2D data generated with tracks as well as uniform noise. Figure 3 shows an example 3D event.

For the experiments described in section 5, the following data configurations were used. 2D toy experiments used one million 2D events with 50 detector layers of 50 pixels each, one signal track, and five background tracks for training. The 3D toy experiments used a detector with 10 layers and $50 \times 50$ pixels in each layer. Events were generated with a random number of background tracks sampled from a Poisson distribution with mean values varied from 1 to 100. At each point, five million events were generated for training and one hundred thousand events for testing.

5 Track finding with LSTMs and CNNs

The goal of this line of study is to identify models which can do the assignment of pixel hits to a track candidate by extrapolating from a partial track (a seed) through detector layers. When considering a single track at a time, the problem can be formulated as one of multi-class classification. The pixels in one detector layer make up the possible "classes", and the model must identify which one is traversed by the target track candidate. Modeling of track dynamics can be handled by LSTMs or CNNs.

A basic LSTM model for 2D track finding is shown in figure 4. This model consists of an LSTM layer which reads the input pixel arrays and a single fully-connected layer which is applied separately to each LSTM output to produce the pixel predictions for the same detector layer. The seed is specified
in the input by zeroing-out all non-candidate hits in the initial seed layers. Figure 5 shows an example model input and prediction after training on events with one target track and five background tracks. The simple LSTM architecture is easily able to reconstruct the target track, indicating that it can disentangle the combinatorics at each detector layer.

In most real tracking detectors, including those at the LHC, the number of pixels in each detector layer is not fixed and in fact increases with each successive layer. To adapt the simple rectangular image model to such a variable-sized data structure there are some options. One straightforward approach is to pad the detector image with zeros to recover the rectangular image. Another approach is to transform each pixel array through a dedicated fully connected layer to a fixed size hidden representation which is processed by the LSTM as before. In such a model, dedicated fully-connected layers on the output side of the network then transform the fixed size representation back to the target detector layer size. Figure 6 shows an example where toy data was simulated in the full rectangular detector shape but a wedge shape was cut out to demonstrate the variable-length layer model.

Convolutional neural networks can be applied to the exact same problem. In this case, the inputs and outputs are formatted in the same way, but instead of iterating through the detector layers as a sequence, we apply several layers of convolutional filters to the detector image. For the final prediction output a softmax is again applied over the pixels in each individual detector layer. Figure 7 shows what
Figure 4. The basic LSTM model architecture used to classify hits for one track. The LSTM and a fully-connected layer with a softmax activation read the pixel arrays and predict which pixels belong to the target track.

Figure 5. LSTM model input (left) and prediction (right) for an example with one target track and five background tracks. The first five detector layers are used to specify the target track seed. In the prediction, darker values mean greater confidence.

happens when a ten-layer convolutional model with no down-sampling and filter size (3 × 3) is applied to a fifty-detector-layer toy dataset. The extrapolation reach of the model is limited by the number of convolutional layers, illustrating a potential limitation of this kind of architecture. One way to combat this is by introducing pooling layers which down-sample the data and allow to combine information across the entire image. It is then necessary to introduce up-sampling and additional convolutional layers to recover the track prediction at the original image size. This is essentially an autoencoder model which tries to reconstruct a subset of its input. An example input and output after training such a model is shown in figure 8.
Figure 6. LSTM model input (left) and prediction (right) for an example with variable-sized detector layers. The white edges define the wedge detector shape as fed into the model.

Figure 7. Input and model prediction of a simple 2D convolutional model with ten convolutional layers and no down-sampling. The extrapolation of the seed track is limited in this case because the architecture does not allow to communicate information across all detector layers.

Extending the models to 3D toy detector data is mostly straightforward. For the LSTM model, all that’s required is to flatten the 2D detector layer pixel arrays into 1D arrays and proceed as before. The convolutional models need to adopt 3D convolutions. For a more detailed study of this more interesting type of toy data, we consider additional variations on the previously mentioned models. A deep-LSTM model is the same as the original LSTM model but adds additional fully-connected layers before and after the LSTM. A bidirectional LSTM model (or biLSTM) uses an additional LSTM layer which processes the detector layers in reverse order. The two LSTM outputs are concatenated before being fed into the fully connected layers for the final prediction. A next-layer LSTM model makes forward predictions on the next detector layer before reading the data on that layer.

The accuracies of these models were measured on the 3D experiment datasets with the mean number of background tracks varied from 1 to 100. Figure 9 shows the test-set classification accuracies...
Figure 8. A convolutional autoencoder model. Down-sampling between convolutions allows the model to connect information across the entire image, and up-sampling allows to recover the track of interest in the original image size.

calculated in two ways: considering all pixels on each layer and considering only the pixels with hits on each layer. An example event and model predictions for the basic LSTM and the next-layer LSTM are shown in figure 10. Interestingly, the next-layer LSTM is one of the worst performers at picking the correct pixel, but is the most accurate at classifying the pixels that actually have hits. This is presumed to be because the forward-thinking nature of the model gives broad, smooth track predictions that work well on straight tracks. Another interesting feature is that the convolutional models seem to scale better to high track multiplicity. Finally, none of the models perform particularly well at high track multiplicity, showing unsatisfying hit classification accuracies around 60% for 100 mean number of background tracks.

Figure 9. Pixel (left) and hit (right) classification accuracies for various models on the 3D toy data. The pixel accuracy is calculated per detector layer by comparing the top scoring pixel to the target pixel. The hit accuracy is calculated per detector layer by choosing the top scoring pixel that has a hit and comparing to the target pixel.
Figure 10. Example displays of a 3D toy event and model prediction for the basic LSTM (left) and the next-layer LSTM (right). The target track is shown in red. Prediction pixels are only shown for scores larger than 0.01. The basic LSTM prediction precisely follows the target hits, whereas the next-layer LSTM gives broad predictions due to it’s forward-predicting nature.

6 Track parameter estimation with LSTMs and CNNS

In addition to the hit classification models discussed in the previous section, we also considered end-to-end models that process the raw detector data without track seeds, identify tracks in the input data, and estimate the parameters of each track. The outputs of these models could be useful on their own as quantities for physics usage, or they could be used as supplementary training targets in the classification-of-hits approach.

Figure 11 shows a model, built from CNNs and an LSTM, that can process a detector image and emit parameters for a variable number of tracks. In the case of the toy detector data considered here, the track parameters correspond to a line’s slope and intercept. A CNN with four layers, with a max-pooling operation between the second and third layers, is sufficient to extract relevant features from the input image. An LSTM stacked on top of the convolutional layers acts as a simple attention mechanism; it emits track parameters for each track in sequence, moving from smallest intercept value to largest. The performance of the model for events with between one and six tracks is illustrated in Figure 12, which shows the distribution of the difference between the true and predicted slope and intercept values.

Figure 11. Diagram of a model with convolutional layers followed by dense-fully-connected and LSTM layers to predict track parameters for a variable number of tracks.

Uncertainties on the predicted track parameters can be obtained via an additional model output that represents the track covariance matrix. To obtain uncertainties that reflect the model’s true per-
Figure 12. Difference between true and predicted values of track slope (left) and intercept (right) for the CNN+LSTM model shown in Fig. 11. The distributions are constructed using events with up to six tracks.

formance, the model is trained by maximizing the following log gaussian likelihood, which relates the true track parameters $y$, their predicted values $f(x)$, and the covariance matrix $\Sigma$ output by the network:

$$L(x, y) = \log |\Sigma| + (y - f(x))^T \Sigma^{-1} (y - f(x))$$ (1)

Figure 13 illustrates the predicted track parameters and their uncertainties for an example event with six tracks.

The convolutional filters learned by the model provide insight into the features that the model has learned to extract. A filter can be visualized by using gradient ascent to find an input image that maximizes the filter’s output activation [21]. Using this technique we generated the images shown in figure 14, which provide visualization of the filters in the second convolutional layer of the CNN+LSTM model.

Figure 13. Example 2D toy detector event (left) with a graphical illustration of the output predictions (right) for the straight line track parameters and covariances. The prediction is generated by sampling track parameters many times according to their covariance matrix and plotting the resulting lines.
7 Conclusion

In this paper we have prototyped and demonstrated some preliminary ideas for adopting machine learning techniques for particle tracking problems. This is still a relatively unexplored space and we have only just begun to scratch the surface, but nonetheless some of the technologies used in the field of deep learning show some promise in this field as well. LSTMs were seen to be effective at the problem of hit assignment in 2D and 3D with a sequence of detector layer measurements and may be viable as an alternative to the combinatorial Kalman Filter. CNNs were shown to be able to construct representations of the detector data in a ground-up fashion that are useful for hit assignment or parameter and uncertainty estimation. By attaching an LSTM to a CNN model we demonstrated a potentially powerful end-to-end model which can find a variable number of tracks in a detector image. All of the explored models were trained and tested on GPUs, demonstrating parallelization capabilities that help to address the scaling issues of traditional tracking algorithms.

There are numerous clear hurdles to adopt these methods in realistic scenarios. Real particle detectors are typically irregular in layout and may not be easily transcribed into the image format. The high granularity and sparsity of real detector data poses a dimensionality and scaling problem for solutions that work in discrete spaces.

Our proposals for areas of future study build off the work performed. First and foremost, the ideas discussed need to be scaled up to greater realism in terms of detector size, granularity, and track multiplicity. The ACTS [22] software package will be a useful tool for fast simulation and digitization of data that is semi-realistic with a generic LHC-like detector. Second, a major missing piece from the work shown so far is comparison with traditional algorithm solutions. The combinatorial Kalman Filter is the proper algorithm for the pattern recognition problem, and similarly, KF-based track fitting methods for track parameter estimation. Finally, we believe there are numerous areas of research in developing new ideas to solve these problems. Machine learning models that can work in the continuous space of clustered hits may be more appropriate for handling the data sparsity and irregularity of detector geometry.
All models studied in this paper were implemented in the Keras [23] framework. The code with full details of the models and training in Jupyter notebooks is available at [24].
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